College of Arts and Sciences

2015 Faculty Publications, Creative Activities, & Grants

Books


Journal Articles


**Chapters/ Essays in Books**


Editorships

Bernat, F.P. Editor. Women & Criminal Justice, vol. 25 (issues 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5), 2015.

Conference Proceedings


Encyclopedia/Reference Entries


Translations


Book Reviews


Creative Activities


--S. Berdahl with James Moyer and Xiaohu Zhou, Barcarolle from Mosaics by Eric Ewazen

--S. Berdahl with Dana Crabtree and Martha Saywell, Lo! Here the gentle lark by Henry Rowley Bishop.


Berdahl h, S. (2015). Two occasions as Conductor/ Director: Conductor with Chamber Ensemble, Sanchez College of Business Concerts (both May and December).


Campbell, C. (2015). Music on the Menu offerings. The highlights of these recitals were the February recital of Widor’s Organ Symphony no. 6 (complete: the last two movements were new repertoire), and the April recital featuring Rheinberger’s Suite for Organ, Violin and Cello op.149 (all new). T


Campbell, C.A. (2015). International Recital Performances. 2015. July 22, Port Elizabeth, South Africa; August 2, Welgelegen NG Church, Stellenbosch (Cape Town), South Africa (with Winand Grundling – organ; August 9, SDA Filadelfia Church, Centurion, Gauteng, South Africa (solo performance).


Crabtree, D. (2015). Conducted the TAMIU Chamber Singers and J.B. Alexander Bulldog Choir in Gilbert and Sullivan’s *Trial By Jury* with TAMIU with Dr. Colin Campbell, Piano; Koshinski’s *Concerto for Marimba and Choir* with Miguel Rodriguez, marimba.


Crabtree, D. (2015). Performance Conducting. Conducted the TAMIU Chamber Singers in Fall Concert and the TAMIU Chamber Singers as guests for TAMIU Guitar Ensemble’s *Guitarras de Navidad* concert.


**External Grants – Principal Investigator**


Leyendecker, B. (2015). Women’s City Club grant. $2,929. 2015

Leyendecker, B. Valeria M. Hernandez Memorial Scholarship. $1,500. 2015.
Leyendecker, B. Rogelio Rodriguez Memorial Scholarship. $1,500. 2015.


